2nd MUS.NET Training

SOCIAL MEDIA

and Cultural Tourism marketing and
audience development
PROJECT MUS.NET.
Museum Network (607340-CREA-1-2019-1-IT-CULT-COOP1)

Please, fill in the
registration form
(available also in the
chat area).

Training schedule
10.00 am CET – 12.00 pm CET: (moderator: Butterfly Arc S.r.L. + all partners participating)
introduction of the training session, general layout of the training, attendance check,
introduction of the tool Draw Alive and its functions
effective use of the Draw Alive in the organization
popularization of Draw Alive among target audience (children, youngsters primarily)
Paper Draw Alive Set Up
Tablet Draw Alive and Commercial Venues
custom projects of Draw Alive in different organization
12.00 am CET – 12.30 pm CET- e-Coffee break
12.00 am – 15.00 pm CET: (moderator: RIS Mansion Rakičan + all partners participating)
short presentation of social media used in the project
effective use of different social media in audience development
use of social media in marketing and branding
effective use of hashtags
Q&A, final assessment and evaluation

Draw Alive software
presentation
Butterfly Arc.

Using social
media in
Cultural
Tourism
(marketing, audience
development)

Why do we need social media in tourism?
Travel is one of the most shared topics on Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram.
People love sharing new experiences and travel is full of them; in addition,
they like sharing their upcoming travel plans and reminiscing about them
after they have returned.

People usually distrust ads, but are more open to peer recommendation
or review on social media, as they can easily get them thinking about
their next adventure.
Social media, unlike ads, allows them to share written testaments,
qualities, share pictures, videos and capture the heart and imaginations
of their network.

5 Ways Social
Media Has Changed
Tourism Marketing

1. TRAVEL RESEARCH
The way travelers conduct their trip research has changes. They do most of their planning online and often turn to social
media to ask questions and research.
Travel photos and videos are among the most popular types of content shared online. Even those who aren't posting media
content perhaps post comments on Facebook, send tweets on Twitter etc. about their experience. Recently, social media
platforms have also become an excellent reseource for gathering information about destinations, accomodations,
activities, dining and more.
Good example is: Facebook's Recommendations feature which allows users to ask for advice from their peers. Users are
gathering feedback from their networks on everything from hotels to travel gear to the destinations themselves.

5 Ways Social
Media Has Changed
Tourism Marketing

2. DESTINATION DISCOVERY VS SOCIAL
SHARING
Countless travelers are deliberately turning to social media for help when planning trips, but social media is also
a massive source of inspiration for would-be-travelers without a destination.
Social media thus play a crucial part in enhancing visibility of your destination, product etc. and informing
potential visitors about your offer.

5 Ways Social
Media Has Changed
Tourism Marketing

3. THE PERFECT CUSTOMER SERVICE PLATFORM
One of the least talked about - but most important-ways in which social media has changed tourism marketing
is the ability to provide superior customer service. Social media allows brands to field questions, comments and
concerns in a single place as many hours of the day as they see fit and showcase their professionalism at the
same time.
Directing your customers toward a Facebook page e.g. gives you the opportunity to provide instant support via
Comments or Messenger when issues arise. One of the additional benefits is that you can field these issues out
in the open and develop a reputation of quality service and professionalism with both current and potential
customers.

5 Ways Social
Media Has Changed
Tourism Marketing

4. TRAVEL REBOOT
In order to stay relevant online agencies and other stakeholders should be using
social media to showcase their abilities to provide their customers with unique
experiences that one may have trouble securing without professional help.
Among other thing (e.g. hotel and ticket bookings) customers can also book activities
and experiences online via social media.

5 Ways Social
Media Has Changed
Tourism Marketing

5. SHARING PROGRAMS
Positive customers' reviews are valuable and most of them realise that. In fact,
many of today's travelers already expect to receive some form of compensation
or benefit in exchange for their review on social media.
As such, people are familiar with the steps of posting, hash-tagging and verifying
their share with a hotel or attraction staff in order to redeem their reward.

Tips to Make the Most of Social Media and Tourism
Marketing

SEEK OUT SHARES

You’re far more likely to have your customers sharing about
your brand if you’re actively incentivize sharing, this we know.
For example, your museum could give out a free tickets or small
gifts from a museum shop.
You would also want to email new guests (via the email). You’re
goal is to get more people sharing honest reviews and social posts
about their experience with your brand so you can increase your
overall exposure and brand awareness.
Lastly, get them to post interesting photos or videos that are
relevant to your brand and industry with a unique hashtag.
Make sure they tag you in their post so their networks are
exposed to your business.

Tips to Make the Most of Social Media and Tourism
Marketing

PREPARE FOR NEGATIVE FEEDBACK
Another excellent way to stay ahead of the game is to prepare for the
inevitable. There will always be those that encounter problems or are
just looking for a reason to complain. Instead of simply letting them do
so, be prepared to respond in the best way possible. Be prepared for
every possible problem you can imagine going wrong and train your
teams to handle them correctly.

Social listening is the active monitoring of social channels for
mentions of your brand name. It’s a great way to catch those who
haven’t actively reached out with a formal request or complaint, but
have mentioned your organization in a negative tweet or Facebook
post, for example.

Tips to Make the Most of Social Media and Tourism
Marketing

WOW VISITORS BEFORE THEY TRAVEL
Another great way to use a variation of social listening is to discover travelers who are
planning a trip to your city or town. Searching for hashtags related to your location will
inevitably help you find people still in the planning stages of their trip. It can also be helpful
to put yourself in the place of your target persona.
Which destinations would provide the best mix of activities, entertainment, and good value?
And where would they find out about your products? As well as the standard Google search,
parents might check reviews on Facebook or gather ideas from a discussion forum.
Before you undertake any other marketing activities, it’s critically important to have a
profile of your target customer pinned down.

Tips to Make the Most of Social Media and Tourism
Marketing

LEVERAGE VISUAL MEDIA
Social media is rife with competition, particularly in the travel and
tourism industry, but there are creative ways to use this to your
advantage and stand out.
Travel has the unique selling point that it can play on the wanderlust
of others so pictures and video can work wonders.

Tips to Make the Most of Social Media and Tourism
Marketing

PAID AD CAMPAIGNS
You can also advertise directly on platforms like Facebook, Instagram,
and Twitter.
Setting up an account on each platform is simple, and running a
campaign is relatively straightforward.
You’ll also have access to engagement data and insights that are useful
for finessing your content and strategy, both now and in the future.

Tips to Make the Most of Social Media and Tourism
Marketing

FOLLOW THE 80/20 RULE
Use just 20% of your content to promote your brand, and dedicate 80% to
content that really interests your audience and engages them in
conversations.
Things like polls or quizzes, relevant outside articles, sharing related posts, or
posting photo journals are great ways to mix up your content, while still
keeping eyes on your attraction.

4 Fast and Engaging Ways to
Create Content for Social Media

SNAPCHAT
If there is one social network that is worth learning now, it’s probably
Snapchat. That is, if you’re interested in targeting younger travelers
(millennials, Gen Z). It’s the fastest growing social network and could be well
worth integrating into your social marketing strategy.
Snaps are quick snippets of what’s happening right here and now. It gives
your following the most authentic view of what goes on behind the scenes at
your organization.

4 Fast and Engaging Ways to
Create Content for Social Media

TWITTER
Twitter is a tried-and-true method of reaching potential travelers. Tweets are 140 characters
and allow you to voice short travel tips, specials, and promos, or even photos and videos
related to your brand.
Twitter is one of the most popular platforms for social listening and establishing a social
media customer service handle. If you’re going to participate, you’ll need to have an active
Twitter handle that’s regularly updated with engaging content. To make the most of each
tweet, remember to consider who you’re speaking to.
Don’t post travel tips about your destination unless they apply to the personas you’re
marketing to. For example, you wouldn’t post family friendly activity ideas if you were
targeting couples for romantic getaways.

4 Fast and Engaging Ways to
Create Content for Social Media

FACEBOOK AND INSTAGRAM
While you may already be posting regularly to your Facebook or Instagram
accounts, consider going live on a regular basis to give your audience a firsthand
look at what’s going on behind the scenes in your organisation. Live videos are
becoming more popular and receive priority in Facebook’s newsfeed.
Going live is a great way to get peoples attention, just be sure you have something
fun and exciting to share. Whatever makes your brand fun, unique, and exciting, be
sure to share it with the world!

USING HASHTAGS - THE BASICS
They always start with # but they won’t work if you use spaces,
punctuation or symbols.
Make sure your accounts are public. Otherwise the hashtagged content
you write won’t be seen by any non-followers.
Don’t string too many words together. The best hashtags tend to be
relatively short and easy to remember.
Use relevant and specific hashtags. If it is too obscure, it will be hard to find
and it won’t likely be used by other social media users.
Limit the number of hashtags you use. More isn’t always better. It actually
looks spammy.

TIPS FOR USING HASHTAGS
Use hashtags (1 or 2 only) when they make sense and when you use something
relevant that people can filter or to find more relevant conversation.
Use industry specific hashtags and create your own if they will be relevant to
your audience.
If you are currently using hashtags in a campaign on Twitter or Instagram,
start including those hashtags in your Facebook content (cross social platform
branding is important).
Use tools like Hashtagify.me to find other trending hashtags related to your
specific tag.
Create and save hashtag groups for future use. Cluster them by product,
campaign, or topic so that you can quickly pull them up whenever needed.

4 Fast and Engaging Ways to
Create Content for Social Media

LinkedIn groups are a great way to reach out and offer some no-obligation
value to your visitors. Linkedin groups exist for users to come together and
share information about most topics business, including travel.
You can:
Include Employee LinkedIn Profile
Use LinkedIn as a Publishing Platform
Join a Discussion Group or Create Your Own
Advertise to specific target groups

Other tools to Make Your Tourism Social Media
Marketing More Effective

HOOTSUITE
Hootsuite is a great tool to help optimize your social listening activities. It
helps you monitor multiple social networks at once, saving the hassle of
sifting through each platform on a daily basis.
It has a number of other functionalities that will help your social media
marketing across the board, so be sure see if it fits your needs and can help
your organization.

BUZZSUMO
BuzzSumo is a great tool to understand what’s trending on various social
networks.
If certain types of content are especially popular and receiving plenty of
shares and like, for example, you would be well served to emulate that
content when creating your next blog post, YouTube video, Instagram photo,
or snap.
Like Hootsuite, it comes packed full of additional tools to help optimize your
social media marketing.

BUFFER
It’s another all-in-one social media marketing tool,
chock-block full of handy features to help you make
the most of every social media marketing action.
You can use a Buffer Chrome extension to add any content
you find on the Web to the Buffer queue. This adds a bit of
fun and creativity to the whole process of content
aggregation and sharing, because for once you don’t have to
plan what to share in advance.
Your posts still will be shared at the best possible times. You
can also track links to see which content is most popular
with your readers.

Awario is a social media listening tool made for
solopreneurs and small businesses.
It doesn’t require a large budget, yet it covers all major
social media listening features: finds mentions of your
brand or any other keyword on all major social media
platforms, including influential forums like Reddit;
breaks mentions down into positive, negative, and
neutral ones; shows you a list of influencers; and offers
reports with all the stats on the authors that mention
your brand.

Mention offers real-time social media monitoring, and you can
set up alerts for your brand, your competitors, and your
industry.
With this tool, you can view and respond to each like, tag, or
mention right in the app. You can also sort mentions by
importance or significance, and even set up filters, including by
source or by language.
Mention also offers two options tailored to the different who
need social media monitoring: small businesses focused on their
own branding and agencies working on behalf of their clients.

PERFECT AUDIENCE
Perfect Audience is a retargeting tool that can be used for
Facebook advertising. It is very effective for your business.
Retargeting is a big part of any advertising strategy – or at least
it should be. Perfect Audience simplifies the process and helps
you set up campaigns and view results.
It provides info on impressions served, clicks back, conversions,
and cost. The tool can be used for the Web and mobile as well as
Facebook.

